
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

A lie is born of tyranny upon the one hand and weakness upon the other,
and when you rush at a ______________ boy with a club in your hand, of
course he lies.

1.

(poor/little)
poor little

Opposite it is the _______________ museum.2. (new/national)new national

The music was the _______________ voice of her inmost self.3.
(natural/mere)

mere natural

He had a long way to go, and had to pass through a _____________
forest.
4.

(dark/great)
great dark

They have refrains with the _____________ note.5. (human/true)true human

Lydia drew the __________________ breath since the beginning of this
nightmare.
6.

(first/conscious)
first conscious

He took the matter in hand at once, as if it were his ______________ affair.7.
(own/private)

own private

I should like to make a _______________ revelations relating especially to
my early life, if I thought you would like to hear them.
8.

(intimate/few)
few intimate

This is a ___________ English word, which has been retained in the
plantation vocabulary.
9.

(old/good)
good old

There are also ____________ farmers in the West.10. (many/such)many such

The _______________ colony was thus collected in one spot, and could
count and wonder at its scanty numbers.
11.

(whole/German)
whole German

The _______________ center of the fire seemed to expand.12.
(white/fierce)

fierce white

Below this highest manifestation ___________________ achievements
may be due to talent.
13.

(other/remarkable)
other remarkable

There are a ___________ paintings in these city churches.14. (few/fine)few fine
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There were _________________ incidents connected with this
adventure.
15.

(several/little)
several little

_________________ potatoes will require three quarters of an hour to do
them properly.
16.

(moderate/sized)
Moderate sized

However, we may give a ______________ considerations.17. (few/general)few general

It was crushed like a ball of _____________ mud.18. (brown/soft)soft brown

__________________ observations were made by dredging.19.
(many/scientific)

Many scientific

A _________________ vibrations followed, and it hung down dead!20.
(few/convulsive)

few convulsive
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